The breakthrough CSX Greenway product offers door-to-door service using refrigerated trailers to move fresh produce, frozen foods and other refrigerated products along the I-95 corridor. It combines the reliability of trucking with the economic advantages, capacity, and sustainability of rail. All with a single call.

How It Works

CSX Greenway offers seamless coordination from the customer’s facility to the ultimate destination, such as a warehouse or distribution center.

1. Your produce is loaded onto a refrigerated trailer which moves by truck to a nearby CSX rail terminal, where it is loaded directly onto a train, ensuring the proper temperature is maintained.

2. From the CSX rail terminal, the refrigerated trailer rides on a CSX train on a direct route along the I-95 corridor.

3. The refrigerated trailer is unloaded from the train at a CSX rail terminal near your destination, placed onto a truck, and your produce is delivered to the warehouse or distribution center.

For our customers, CSX Greenway looks, performs and operates like an over-the-road move with a consistently competitive rate.
The CSX Greenway Advantage

**Simplicity**  
CSX Greenway coordinates the complete process, from pick-up to delivery at final destination.

**Economics**  
CSX Greenway is a cost-efficient way to move commodities that require stable, cold temperatures.

**Capacity**  
CSX Greenway’s service is offered seven days a week, with current transit time from origin to destination of four days. It eliminates the need to rely on freight brokers for volume surges.

**Sustainability**  
CSX is the most sustainable Class I U.S. railroad, moving one ton of freight 533 miles on a single gallon of fuel. That’s far more eco-friendly than a truck-only solution.

**Service**  
CSX Greenway works directly with customers to tailor complete supply chain solutions, including dry and refrigerated shipments.

**Reliability**  
CSX Greenway tracks the location of each refrigerated trailer, monitoring temperature along the way, ensuring your product arrives fresh each and every time.

CSX Greenway Premium Express Service

The CSX Greenway network offers a premium, four-day, door-to-door connection between the Southeast and the Northeast, including the key growing regions and major consumption markets in:

- Jacksonville, FL
- Miami, FL
- Plant City, FL
- Tampa, FL
- Vidalia, GA
- Vineland, NJ
- Hunts Point, NY
- Philadelphia, PA

Opportunities to expand to more high-demand areas

Discover the CSX Greenway advantage for yourself.

With just one call, streamline your logistics management with a dedicated truck-like service that delivers the value of rail. Get consistent capacity for your business growth, a premium express service and an expert team that works directly with you to find the best solution for your supply chain. CSX Greenway is your simplified solution. [csxgreenway@csx.com](mailto:csxgreenway@csx.com)